#teacherfight

Eric Edwards goes bare knuckles
(and back to school) for the new
Warner Bros. comedy, Fist Fight
by Ted Elrick
photos by Bob Mahoney
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Schoolyard brawls have been the stuff of
cinematic conflict dating back to classics
like The Blackboard Jungle, Rebel Without a
Cause and Three O’Clock High. But Fist Fight
takes the premise into a new realm when mildmannered English teacher Charlie Day (It’s
Always Sunny in Philadelphia, Horrible Bosses)
causes intimidating history teacher Ice Cube
(Barbershop, Ride Along, Boyz N the Hood) to
get fired on the last day of the school year.
Cube’s character (Mr. Strickland) challenges
Day (Mr. Campbell) to a fight, after school,
and word goes viral as all gather to see the
“adults” settle their differences. Rounding out
the seasoned cast for this New Line/Warner
Bros. comedy are Christina Hendricks (Mad
Men), Tracy Morgan (30 Rock), Jillian Bell
(Workaholics), Dean Norris (Breaking Bad), and
Dennis Haysbert (24).
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“I wanted
the feel to
be a little
grittier than a
typical studio
comedy.”
-Director Richie Keen
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Director Richie Keen has honed his comedic sensibilities over
many years on sitcoms, including multiple episodes of It’s Always
Sunny in Philadelphia. He says the script for Fist Fight read like an
R-rated John Hughes movie. “I grew up in the Chicago suburbs
where they filmed all of [Hughes’] movies, and I just idolized that
guy. I would sneak on the set as a kid when they were filming Ferris
Bueller,” Keen recalls.
Keen says that once he dug deeper into the script, he envisioned
a prison-riot movie with undertones of High Noon. “I wanted the
feel to be a little grittier than a typical studio comedy,” he adds, “so
it was important that we tell the story with lighting and lensing.”
When he met with Guild DP Eric Alan Edwards (Cop Land, Lovelace,
Dirty Grandpa), he remembers how Edwards began explaining his
idea for the lighting and lensing arc.
“We were having dinner and Eric said he envisioned the arc
‘like Ordinary People’ [shot by John Bailey, ASC], and I almost fell
out of my chair. The therapy scenes in Ordinary People were what
inspired my original concept. I knew then we were speaking the
same language. Before we finished our meal I asked him if he
would come to Atlanta and shoot the movie.”
Edwards says that by setting the dramatic conflict between
teachers, the film was able to make a statement about dysfunctional
schools. “Budgets are going to hell and the teachers are unhappy
with the school system,” he explains. “It’s a grievance between the
teachers and school system that is the kindling point for the film. I
think it has a little political bent to it, which is very good and very
funny.”
The cinematographer shot on ALEXA XT (open gate), rented
from Cineverse in Atlanta. He shot with three cameras – A and
B, and one devoted to Steadicam. “We used a lot of B-camera
coverage,” he says, “which is always tricky for lighting. But that way
the director is not missing anything.” Edwards used Codex Capture
drives and Cooke lenses. “We had doubles on the Cooke Primes
and we had an Angénieux 24 to 290, a 17 to 80 and a 15-40. So we
definitely had ourselves covered.”
Edwards had suggested anamorphic because he loves the Hawk

DP Eric Edwards (left and bottom image) with director Richie Keen

lenses. But Keen felt the film would work best in 1.85. “I think it’s more in
the psychology of the characters,” Edwards observes. “We were shooting
in a high school where it did make more sense to shoot in 1.85 because it
would have been more demanding on the production designer to cover the
wider frame. And in 1.85 you can separate two people more easily.”
First AC Jon Lindsay (The Hunger Games: Catching Fire, Triple 9, The
Walking Dead) describes how Keen would often watch the shot back in
slow motion to see if anything was out of focus. “And if anything was out,
even a frame, he’d say, ‘Go again,’” Lindsay remembers. “It was the most
challenging work I’ve ever done, and it’s also the work I’m most proud of.”
Keen agrees, admitting to being “meticulous” about focus and camera
moves. “When you watch something back on the monitor on set and you
sense something is slightly off, you’re probably right,” he laughs. “I kept
joking about ‘future me’ watching the movie in a theater and noticing
the imperfections now the size of a bus on the screen. Of course, these
imperfections always happen during shooting. But I wouldn’t move on
until I knew I had the exact moment, both engaging in performance and
physically right.”

Fist Fight was shot at an abandoned high school in
Atlanta, which added to the sense of urban decay. The building’s being
empty allowed the filmmakers the luxury of setting up and staying for the
length of the shoot. According to Edwards, the grip department had two
or three classrooms to store their gear, the camera department used a large
science lab and they could just roll camera carts into rooms and lock up for
the night. “It was an ideal production situation,” he says.
But because the entire film occurs over one day, Edwards and his
gaffer, Atlanta-based Stephen Crowley, were presented with several lighting
challenges. “We go from early morning to noon to end of day in Charlie’s
English class,” Edwards recounts. “The school itself was in the shape of a U
with a courtyard, and the open end of the courtyard was facing north. “
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“They were
throwing pretty
hard at each other
on set. It was fun.”
-stunt coordinator daniel hernandez

According to Edwards, shooting the fight scene was almost a short film unto itself – with as many as four hundred extras and eight days
slotted on the schedule. Edwards says he originally wanted to run cables across the rooftops, over the up and down parts of the U, and run large
sections of light grid across the cables, “so we could sweep them back and forth sort of like the Roman Coliseum where they actually had canvas,”
he smiles. “Unfortunately, there were too many angles with the camera tilting up and panning, and we also wanted a lot of lighting that would
cover 360 [degrees] for the number of cameras we needed.”
In the end, Edwards and Crowley opted for three Condors just in the courtyard. “We would use those to control the sun and direction of
light and also to cope with the changing lighting conditions of the sky,” Edwards recalls. “We also picked spots where we could run several large
sheets of ultra bounce up the wall. When the sun came around and hit the brick wall, everything just went red, so we had to be very conscious of
red pollution in the afternoon.”
Keen created the extensive fight sequence with fight consultant Sam Hargrave, putting together stunt coordinators Kamani Ray Smith and
Daniel Hernandez. With fight choreographer Thayr Harris, they took doubles into a warehouse and, using a camcorder, shot the sequences of the
fight as detailed in the script and storyboards. The camcorder footage was run past Keen, who would then make adjustments.
“It was really broad initially,” Hernandez says. “Here’s where we have a throw, what kind of throw should we use? And that’s what Thayr and
I would discuss, in collaboration with Richie. Then we filmed the previs, sent that to [Keen], and kept doing it until we were totally on point.
“From there we started working with Charlie,” he continues. “He really had no fight experience, which is perfect because there were no bad
habits. I’ve worked with a lot of actors, and Charlie’s pickup was incredible. I would show him three moves and he would have it within five
minutes. You want to film with your actors as much as you can because it looks more believable.” Hernandez says Ice Cube has done a lot of
action films and was immediately up to speed. “I showed him a couple of moves and he got it right away. They were throwing pretty hard at each
other on set. It was fun.”
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Steadicam/A-Camera Operator Henry Tirl
(Black Mass, Spotlight, Dunkirk) reflects how
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it was wise to bring him on for preproduction planning,
particularly for an epic crane move that covers the big
fight scene. “Cinematographers think of lenses and
how many lights, but they don’t always think of all the
specialty camera equipment that might be needed or
what we’ll need to do for a special configuration of our
gear in that particular location,” Tirl offers. “I told Eric
and [UPM] Marty Ewing that if you bring me out to
participate in some of the scouts, I could save fifteen
minutes to a half hour on a day. Half an hour for a
whole crew is a lot more money than for me to be there
an extra day on a scout.”
Tirl describes the key move, executed on a 50foot Technocrane: “We start behind the students and
skim down over their heads and into this very narrow
courtyard, almost sort of a cauldron, and into the
middle of this mosh pit that was created by our two lead
characters squaring off. A two-story house is one thing,
but a two-story commercial building is even taller.”
The crane is down on the ground in the parking lot
below, on a very steep angle for the arm to be reaching
over the edge of the roof, Tirl says, “so we had to be
very cautious of the extras. Plus the crane operators
[dolly grip Darryl Humber and John ‘Sparky’ Stevens]
cannot see what’s on the roof. It was a very delicate
operation.”
The demands of the crane alone involved one full
camera rehearsal day without the actors.
Keen confesses to designing an “overly ambitious
group of crane shots for our short amount of time
with the crane, and a couple of moves that were very
complicated. I suggested we rent the equipment during a
prep day and rehearse the moves so we would know our
exact positioning and lensing. So on the day we could
show up, set it up and not have to do R and D,” he
explains. “The oner that starts on the roof is one of the
most important shots of the movie. So we spent a lot of
time getting it right.”
Also pressed into service for the fight sequence was
aerial footage shot by veteran DP Phil Pastuhov, who
said the company opted for a helicopter (rather than
a drone) because there was a news helicopter that was
part of the sequence as well. “That way we could double
as both the news helicopter and a camera platform,”
Pastuhov notes. “We had a GSS mount with an Alexa
M on the helicopter, which is a much smaller, stabilized
mount. We used a 10 to 1, and then we moved in for
some tighter stuff as the actors were maneuvering
around through the crowd, then also when news trucks
show up and there’s a huge crush to get in and cover it.”
Other physical sequences involved Day’s being
dragged by a horse down the hallway of the school.
“The kids are doing these pranks and it’s the last day of
school,” Edwards describes. “They set up a lasso that
Charlie steps into and the horse drags him down the
hall. It was a really fun shot as we had a horse POV back
down at Charlie as he’s being dragged.
“We had a sled on the floor with an extreme
close-up of Charlie,” Edwards continues. “We dragged
him and the camera down the hallway on this sled. We
shot back up at the horse as well, so there was a lot of
rigging that Eddie Edmunds and his team put together.
We had a great grip crew. It was demanding, and
everyone came through. It was a lot of fun.”
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